Current hardware metering techniques, which use manifestational properties of gates for ID extraction, are weakened by the non-uniform effects of aging in conjunction with variations in temperature and supply voltage. As an integrated circuit (IC) ages, the manifestational properties of the gates change, and thus the ID used for hardware metering can not be valid over time. Additionally, the previous approaches require large amounts of costly measurements and often are difficult to scale to large designs.
INTRODUCTION
Since semiconductor manufacturing demands a large capital investment, the role of contract foundries has dramatically grown, increasing exposure to mask theft and unauthorized excess fabrication. Hence hardware metering approaches have been proposed and implemented for identifying pirated integrated circuits (ICs).
Hardware metering is the process of differentiating legitimate ICs from pirated ICs, by verifying a unique identifier associated with the IC. There exist two general classes of hardware metering approaches: active and passive. In active hardware metering, either new hardware or a programmable model is inserted into the IC to generate unique identifiers (IDs) [17] . In the more sophisticated passive metering schemes [1] [3] , the inherent uniqueness of the ICs, which is a result of intrinsic process variation, is leveraged to determine a unique ID for the IC, without modifying the IC design or manufacturing process.
Current passive hardware metering techniques extract IC IDs using manifestational properties, such as leakage power, switching power, and delay, of gates. We describe four drawbacks with the current state-of-the-art passive metering approaches.
First, manifestational properties have been shown to vary and age non-uniformly under the combination of switching and variations in temperature and supply voltage. IDs extracted after a gate has aged will be different from previously calculated and stored IDs, and thus IDs from legitimate ICs will be deemed invalid, undermining the whole approach. As a result, we argue that previous hardware metering techniques will malfunction as aging modifies the manifestational characteristics of gates.
Secondly, previously proposed approaches are cost prohibitive, due to their requirement to characterize all the gates of an IC, with a high level of precision. The process of extracting the manifestational characteristics of gates requires a great deal of input vector application to the IC, thus making the approach costly and impractical.
Reciprocally, the approaches become difficult to scale to large ICs, as solving the large system of linear equations can be prohibitively time-consuming.
Finally, manifestational characteristics of gates are correlated across an IC. Thus it is not possible to quantify the uniqueness of the IDs extracted, which practically prevents the approach's feasability from being evaluated quantitatively.
These four challenges are overcome in the current work using two main advances. First, manifestational properties, which can be extracted using side-channel measurements, are used to go to the physical level, primarily to extract the threshold voltage of gates. Other physical properties can also be extracted such as the channel length. Even though the threshold voltage will degrade with age, we provide a procedure for extracting the original threshold voltage of a gate, from two or more non-original threshold voltage values. The original threshold voltage is independent of variations caused by aging, temperature, and supply voltage instability, and hence can serve as an effective IC identifier.
A second major advance to passive hardware metering presented in this work is use of IC segmentation, which results in a hardware metering approach that is inherently cheaper, faster, and more scalable than previous approaches. IC segmentation involves selecting only a small subset of gates for the purpose of physical level gate characterization, instead of all the gates of the IC. By freezing a subpart of the primary inputs and varying other parts, a large circuit can be segmented into small pieces. Even for the case of characterizing all the gates of an IC, segmentation provides an efficient and scalable technique for accomplishing this goal.
The low probability of coincidence obtained from our simulation results demonstrates that the number of gates used to carry out metering can be limited. With a small number of gates required for calculating the probability of coincidence, the remaining gates can be turned off during the metering process and smaller numbers of measurements need to be taken from the IC.
Segmentation also provides the flexibility to vary the level of precision of hardware metering. The size and number of the segments provides a parameter that can be varied to minimize the false negative rate of pirated ICs, depending on the cost or availability of IC measurements.
To summarize, our approach has four main advantages over the previous work. (1) Its functionality is maintained despite IC aging. (2) It is more cost-effective, as it minimizes the number of measurements that need to be carried out for characterization. Also, the use of segments provides the flexibility to tune the probability of false negatives, using measurement cost as a parameter. (3) It is substantially more scalable, as it uses segments of the IC for gate characterization. (4) The probability of coincidence between legitimate and pirated ICs is fully quantifiable, whereas the previous work was hampered by the correlation of manifestational gate characteristics.
To verify our hardware metering process, the probability of coincidence of a pirated IC with a legitimate IC is calculated. With simulations we are able to demonstrate that threshold voltage can be used as the gate property on which the IC identifier is based, as the probability of coincidence between ICs is highly unlikely. Additionally, the results show that process variation indeed allows threshold voltage to serve as a unique identifier for ICs. Further simulations are carried out in this work to ensure that the threshold voltage can be recovered with enough accuracy to differentiate legitimate ICs from pirated ones.
The key contributions of the paper are highlighted below.
 Successfully using persistent properties of gates for passive hardware metering;
 Using far fewer gates for identifier extraction, which results in a faster and more economical metering approach;
 Providing an algorithm for picking segments, efficiently and robustly;
 Explaining how the probability of coincidence of pirated ICs and legitimate ICs is quantitatively calculated;  Demonstrating extremely low and favorable probabilities of coincidence between ICs, when using threshold for gate characterization.
RELATED WORK
Passive hardware metering generates unique IDs without having to modify the IC design. Instead, it characterizes the gate-level characteristics of an IC and uses them to uniquely identify the chip. This approach leverages the presence of process variation, which naturally exists in the IC manufacturing process and which makes all ICs unique and different from their nominal design properties. Koushanfar et al [1] propose a CAD-based passive hardware metering approach, which characterizes each gate of an IC in terms of its delay on the critical path and uses the delay value as a unique identifier for an IC. Alkabani et al [3] provide a nondestructive approach for gate-level characterization which analyzes the probability of collision of IDs in presence of intra-and inter-chip correlations. A hardware metering protocol is also introduced based on the proposed ID generation scheme. These passive metering approaches require a high degree of accuracy in the gatelevel characterization results, and as we argue they are prone to malfunction, as gates exhibit changes to their manifestational properties over time.
Gate level characterization (GLC) under the impact of process variation has been assumed as a key step in many hardware security applications [10] [20] . The basic approaches which have been proposed [3] [11] [19] characterize the manifestational properties of each gate by measuring the overall properties of the entire IC. Then, a system of linear equations is obtained from multiple measurements, based on the relationship between the physical and manifestational properties of each gate. A linear programming approach can be used to solve the system of equations and to obtain the characterization results. We leverage manifestational GLC for our robust hardware metering approach.
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 Process Variation Model
Process variation is due to the intense industrial CMOS feature scaling. With the scaling of feature sizes, the physical limits of the devices are reached and uncertainty in the device size increases [5] . Variations in transistor feature sizes and thus, in gate characteristics, e.g., delay or power, are inevitable. In present and pending technologies, the variation is large compared to the device dimensions. As a result, VLSI circuits exhibit a high degree of variability in both delay and power consumption. Process variation is the major underpinning of all passive hardware metering approaches, as it introduces a distinction between ICs of the same design.
Measurement Model
To carry out passive hardware metering using gate level characterization, a limited number of nondestructive or sidechannel measurements are taken. After fabrication it is possible to provide input vectors to the input pins of the manufactured chip and obtain the respective outputs from the output pins. Additionally, it is possible to measure the IC's leakage and switching power consumption [21] .
We assume a zero measurement error in our simulations, as modern $3000 powering instruments have accuracy close to 0. In the specific case of Power SMU device, the measurement error is reported to be on the order of 10 -5 [12] , and thus highly accurate power measurements can be made. It should be noted that the approach used for threshold voltage extraction is robust enough to handle higher amounts of measurement error.
Aging Model
We use the aging model proposed in paper [2] for our threshold voltage (V th ) recovery scheme. The time dependence of V th shift due to negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) follows the fractional power law, as shown in the following equation:
where V G is the applied gate voltage; A and β are constants; E α is the measured activation energy of the NBTI process; T is the temperature; and t is the current time.
APPROACH TO ROBUST HARDWARE METERING
In subsection 4.1 and section 4.2, we provide an overview of our new passive hardware metering approach. The specifics of each phase of the approach are detailed in the remaining subsections, including how to carry out IC segmentation, physical level GLC, original threshold voltage recovery, and probability of coincidence calculation. Figure 1 gives an overview of the overall procedure for carrying out robust hardware metering using physical and persistent characteristics of gates. Figure 2 . c17 example from ISCAS 85 benchmark used as an example to demonstrate the three main phases of our new hardware metering approach.
New Hardware Metering Approach

Example
Consider the simple benchmark c17 from the ISCAS 85 suite, given in Figure 2 , for the purpose of demonstrating three main phases in our new metering approach. Figure 3 provides the derived values for each gate of the example, from each phase.
First, at two different time instances , labeled t=1 and t=2, side-channel measurements are by applying vectors pairs to the IC. Using manifestational GLC the normalized leakage and switching power of each gate is derived. Then in the second phase, using the recovered values for switching and leakage power, physical level GLC is carried out. With physical level GLC, threshold voltages at t=1 and t=2 are recovered. From these two data values, the original threshold voltage can be recovered using original threshold voltage recovery, given in phase 3. The example given in Figure 3 demonstrates that some characterization error is possible, however as our simulation results show these errors tend to be very small and hence do not affect the metering scheme effectiveness.
Segmentation
One of the major difficulties in physical GLC-based hardware metering is that there are large numbers of gates in the pertinent ICs, which require a long running time for characterization. With our approach, since we use the combination of gate IDs (threshold voltage) for hardware metering, a small number of gates would suffice to distinguish different ICs. Therefore, we develop a segmentation based approach to select only a small subset of gates for the purpose physical level characterization and hardware metering. We define a segment S in a circuit as a group of gates that are the transitive fan-out of a certain set of inputs I. Therefore, by varying the input vectors for I and freezing any other inputs, we are able to change the input/output signals of the gates in S while freezing the other gates in the circuit. In this way, we can narrow down the gates for manifestational and physical GLC to only the gates in a few segments. Consider the segmentation example in Figure 4 . We first partition the circuit into two segments. We obtain Segment 1 (gates X1, X2, and X5) by freezing inputs 3 and 4 and applying different input vectors to inputs 1 and 2. Similarly, we obtain Segment 2 (gates X3, X4, and X5) by freezing inputs 1 and 2. Our goal in selecting the segments is to lower the cost of physical GLC while maintaining GLC accuracy. Since the major cost in GLC is the power measurement, we aim to select those gates that require a small number of equations in GLC. In other words, the selected inputs must have good controllability over the gates in the segments. We quantify controllability using a ratio of the number of inputs and the number of gates, or the controllability ratio (CR). Furthermore, our observation is that the running time of GLC explodes with the number of gates being characterized; therefore, we tend to select small segments for GLC. With these underlying motivations for our approach, we develop a segment selection algorithm as shown in Algorithm 2.
We first identify the unit segment S(I i ) which is controlled by each single input I i . Next, we keep inserting S(I i ) into the selected segment set (Seg) in such a way that the increased number of gates in Seg is minimal in each step. This ensures that the number of overlapping gates between the selected segments is minimized, and the CR is maximized. The algorithm terminates when the total number of selected gates in Seg reaches s, which is a constant we define to indicate the number of needed gates for hardware metering. 
Physical GLC for Hardware Metering
To carry out threshold voltage characterization, leakage power and switching power measurements are made. Then the equations for gate-level leakage power, Equation (2), and switching power, Equation (3), [24] are used to solve for the current threshold voltage.
where α is the switching probability, n is the subthreshold slope, μ is the mobility, C ox is the oxide capacitance, C L is the load capacitance, W is the gate width, L is the effective channel length, φ t is the thermal voltage, σ is the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) factor, V dd is the supply voltage, and V th is the threshold voltage.
There are two variables in the gate-level leakage power and switching power formulas that are subject to process variation: threshold voltage (V th ) and effective channel length (L). We first conduct manifestation-level GLC to characterize gate-level leakage power and switching power. Then, we formulate two non-linear equations according to Equation (2) and (3). By solving these two equations for each gate, we can characterize the gate-level physical properties, threshold voltage and effective channel length. We are able to recover the threshold voltage of gate, even after aging. Following the aging model, given in Equation (1) [2], we solve for the original threshold voltage, V th (t 0 ). To accomplish original threshold voltage recovery, we start our metering from time t 1 when the threshold voltage of the gate is V th (t 1 ). We age the gate for time ΔT and measure the increased threshold voltage as V th (t 2 ). By repeating this process, we can formulate a system of non-linear equations of the following type, where m is the number of threshold voltage measurements: By solving these non-linear equations, we can obtain V th (t 0 ), the original threshold voltage that we use as the ID. As shown in Figure 5 , we solve the system of non -linear equations using the Gauss -Newton method.
Threshold Voltage as IC ID
V
Probability of Coincidence Calculation
To quantify the feasibility of the passive hardware metering approach, we evaluate the likelihood that a pirated IC will be falsely classified as a legitimate ID. Reciprovally, we must consider the likelihood that a legitimate IC will be classified as pirated. To quantify the probability of coincidence between legitimate and pirated ICs, we can take advantage of the fact that threshold voltage follows an independent Gaussian distribution. This enables an upper bound on the probability of coincidence to be obtained.
With a Bayesian-based probability analysis [22] to calculate the probability of coincidence, we can first calculate the false positive case, where a pirated IC is classified as legitimate. We have the following equation representing the probability that a gate's threshold voltage matches a gate's threshold voltage in another IC for a certain set of measurements.
) (
where H is the event that a gate matches at least one other gate's threshold voltage measurement; D is the event that we have a certain set of threshold voltage measurements for the N sampled chips; P(D|H) is the probability of having the certain set of measurements under the condition that a gate matches with some other gates.
Using the well-known approach in the birthday paradox problem [23] , we can calculate P(H).
where P i is the probability that a certain gate, i, matches another gate, j.
Assuming that P(D|H)/P(D) does not vary with the variation in D, we have the following estimate for P(H|D).
In our coincidence calculation, the value of P i is approximated as the highest possible P i , for all the P i 's, and in this way, we overestimate the probability of coincidence and obtain an upper bound value for worst case analysis.
To determine whether two ICs match, the accuracy and hence the measurement cost of the coincidence calculation can be varied according the threshold of overlap required when comparing probability distributions from the two ICs.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation Set-up
Simulations were performed on the ISCAS 85 and ISCAS 89 benchmark circuits. Matlab 7.1's fsolve function served as the non-linear solver used for physical GLC. For manifestation-level (switching power or leakage power) characterization, we used 1024 measurements per segment. For large test cases, segmentation was used [6] [7] . For V th characterization, we utilized the results from leakage power and switching power characterization. For V th recovery, we used two measurements of V th , V th (t 1 ) and V th (t 2 ), before and after our aging operation, respectively. Table 1 presents our results from manifestational GLC for select benchmarks. It demonstrates the accuracy with which gate-level characterization using IC segmentation is carried out, even for benchmarks with over 19,000 gates.
Enhancements to Manifestational GateLevel Characterization
Segmentation has previously been showed to improve gatelevel characterization techniques, by allowing much larger numbers of gates to be characterized in shorter period of time. As with our hardware metering technique, we do not need to characterize the entire IC, but just enough gates to meet a threshold set for an acceptable probability of coincidence. Thus segmentation approaches can be appropriately applied to this realm. 
Physical GLC and Original Threshold Voltage Recovery
The physical GLC approach is based on leakage power, and switching power values being used to solve non -linear equations for each gate. With the procedure both threshold voltage (V th ) and effective channel length (L) can be calculated. In the simulations, we generated the IC instances using the quad-tree model [8] for effective channel length and the Gaussian model [9] for threshold voltage. The simulation results are shown in Table 2 . The error rate for V th recovery is less than 1.3% even for the largest of benchmarks attempted, with over 19,000 gates. Effective channel length is even more accurate with the worst results being better than .06% error.
We went on to carry out threshold voltage recovery, using the results of physical GLC. The results are given in Table 3 , and even in the largest circuits of around 19,000 gates, the error in V th recovery is less than 1.7% in the worst case. 
Probability of Coincidence
As shown in the simulation results in Table 4 and Table 5 , we find an extremely low probability of coincidence among ICs, when characterizing all gates or even a single small segment of the IC, respectively. The likelihood of coincidence decreases dramatically in larger ICs, as the number of original threshold values increases.
From the results in Table 4 and Table 5 we can conclude that the worst case probability of coincidence is small enough to hold huge population of chips (i.e. in the millions), and the false positive and false negative are close to 0. This conclusion enables us to assume that all the chips are distinguishable from each other and we can label them uniquely without overlaps. 
EXTENSION TO USAGE METERING
Usage metering is similar to hardware metering, with the exception that legitimate ICs can become illegitimate after some amount of usage and gate activity. With usage metering, an IC's functionality can be halted or payment can be demanded, after some number of IC uses. We demonstrate how our use of physical level gate characterization provides a solution to the related problem of usage metering, as well are hardware metering.
In the process of extracting the original threshold voltage from the current threshold voltage values, the activity of the gate can also be determined. However, aging can be accelerated under increased temperature during switching activity. To determine IC usage, the buffer gates of the clock tree are used for characterization as they have the same switching activity by definition. To determine the baseline activity without the contributory effects of temperature, we chose a region of the clock tree with the smallest amount of aging, implying that it was the least effected by temperature increases. Then we extract the original threshold voltage values for that gate. Using the aging model [2] , we can derive the amount of switching activity that the gate underwent, thus providing its usage history.
CONCLUSION
With this work we have highlighted existing weaknesses with current passive hardware metering techniques, namely the fact that IC aging will prevent proper manifestational GLC. Instead, we have presented a robust hardware metering scheme that leverages persistent properties of gates for gate-level characterization. The simulation results with benchmarks as small as 200 and up to 19,000 gates demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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